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Council to target
cafeteria problems
by Eva Zenilman ‘09
Food took center stage
when co-Presidents Dan Demmit `08 and Maddie Macks
`08 addressed Upper School
students and faculty in assembly on the first day of school.
Unhappy with the state of the
annex and long cafeteria lines,
Student Council leaders Demmit, Macks, Mike Leffer `10,
Aaron Brant `08, and Molly
O’Keefe `08 have pledged to
focus on finding better eating
conditions as a main goal for the
year. “The annex is fairly small,
and it is hard to get to activities
when you have to wait in line
for a long time,” said Macks.
The Student Council has
come up with several resolutions to the cafeteria situation.
“Opening up a snack bar in
the athletic center where food
is normally sold during sports
games would be the most effective way to split the cafeteria
line,” said Macks. By discussing this with the administration, the Student Council hopes
to offer the snack bar as an alternative place to buy lunch.
In addition to the snack bar,
the Student Council would also
like to have a group of stu-

dents cook food once a week
and sell it in a different part of
the Upper School as another
alternative during lunch. The
Student Council will also propose to redecorate the annex
with student-painted murals.
A Student Activities Committee is also new to the Upper
School this year. “The purpose
of this committee, which is open
to anyone, is to plan dances and
other activities,” said Demmit.
It will begin meeting Friday X
blocks, which will allow the
Student Senate to focus on other
issues during Senate meetings.
The Student Council encourages students to submit suggestions in its new mailbox by the
teachers’ mailboxes for discussion during Senate meetings.
Senate members this year
will also attend weekly Upper
School Department Meetings.
One senator, and an alternate,
will be assigned to Department and will then report at
Student
Senate
meetings.
With new initiatives in the
Upper School, co-presidents
Demmit and Macks plan to
keep everyone informed and
involved with the Student
Council, and “are excited to
make a difference this year.”
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Head of School Michael Eanes helps juniors N. Ben and J. Levitsky with music homework. Eanes
plans to spend time out and about talking to students, and watching team practices, and rehearsals.

Eanes connects with students
and faculty on their own turf
by Scotty Shuldiner ‘09
By the time the Upper
School hallways fill up with
crowds of students every morning, the office of Michael Eanes,
Park’s interim Head of School,
will most likely be empty.
Eanes intends to spend the
majority of his day away from
his office, instead preferring to
roam the campus. “My leadership and work style are to move
around a lot,” he said. “You
will see me in classrooms, hallways, offices, studios, fields,
just about every place that
students and faculty gather.”
Eanes arrived at Park in
June, and has regularly attended
rehearsals for this year’s student production of Kiss Me
Kate, as well as sports preseason practices and games.
“Visible and active support
for all student and faculty activities is a very important aspect
of the Head’s job,” he said. “It’s
a way of celebrating all that we
do as teachers and learners.”
The interim Head plans to be
easily accessible to students during the day as well. “I also maintain an open office door policy as
much as possible,” said Eanes.
“I encourage all members of the
school community to stop by.”
A Special Year for Seniors

Girls Field Hockey
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In addition to interacting
with the student body, Eanes
promises to make it a memorable last year for the graduating senior class. “I’d like to start
a dialogue with the leaders of
the senior class as soon as possible,” explained Eanes. “Many

of the seniors have been here for
14 years, and to have a Head of
School who’s here for just one
year is difficult; I’m sensitive to
that.” Eanes intends to plan outings and social events, stating
that he will do “whatever it takes
to make their last year special.”
Keeping the Status Quo
In terms of changes, Eanes
said that he has made none.
“Apart from fine tuning a few
things, I don’t intend on making any changes to the school;
That’s not why I’m here,” he
said. “I’m here to reinforce
the mission of the school,
not to make major changes.”
In between serving as Head
and attending school events,
Eanes makes his home in downtown Fell’s Point. “I like Baltimore. I have tickets to the Symphony, get to Camden Yards as
much as possible, and I’ve been
following the Ravens mixed
success so far in preseason;
I’m very much into town.”
When asked what aspects of
Park stood out the most to him,
Eanes said that the “outstanding
competence and professionalism
of the faculty here is extremely
clear.” He also noted that the
students are unique. “I’m very
impressed with the exceptional
poise and maturity of the students as well,” said Eanes.
“Their openness and respect
for the faculty and the teaching
is much different than I have
seen at many schools.” Eanes
would know, he’s been at five.
The first 27 years of Eanes’s
career were spent at The Gunnery, a Connecticut boarding

school, where he was the permanent Headmaster. In addition, Eanes has served as interim
Head at three schools including
the St. Paul’s School for Girls.
He has also participated
in several educational organizations, such as the American
Montessori
Society
(AMS) for which he was executive director for 10 years.
AMS is located in New York
City and is a membership organization that provides professional and accreditation services, teacher and administration
training, publications, and Montessori curriculum for over 100
independent schools nationwide.
“For me, AMS reinforced
my strong belief in progressive
education,” explained Eanes. “It
gave me a much broader perspective on education models
in this country and abroad, and
offered me a significantly different leadership experience.”
Centennial Preparations
Eanes’ main goal for the year
is to assist the school in preparing for its centennial in 2012.
“That may seem like a long time
away, but we have to start now,”
said Eanes. “Particularly as it
relates to a major capital fund
drive.” Eanes has had extensive experiences in fund-raising
and will work with the Board
of Trustees to plan for a $35million fund raising campaign.
“We won’t so much do a
lot of the actual fund-raising
this year, as getting ready to
do it,” said Eanes. “Most of the
funds raised will go to increasing the school’s endowment.”
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Editorial
What do you think?
Over the past few years Postscript has gotten more inf o r m a t i v e , a t t r a c t i v e , a n d c o m p r e h e n s i v e . We w a n t t o
continue this trend, and also make the newspaper more inclusive.
It is important at every school, and especially at one like Park, that
many views are brought to the community’s attention. Whether it was
Jesse Naiman’s many right wing articles that most students would
not have otherwise heard, or an editorial that put student council in
a new perspective, Postscript is a resource to make opinions heard.
With that in mind, we hope that students who take exception to an article
will, instead of biting their tongues, write a letter to the editor. While teachers
and administrators contribute letters fairly often, students don’t. If you think that
there is nothing in Postscript that is at all controversial, look to your right and
read Quinten Rosborough’s review of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows.
This is the school’s newspaper, and more than just the students on the Postscript staff should be a part of it. If you have a letter you would like to write,
or even if you have a complaint, please email us at postscript@parkschool.net

cartoon by Emmett Ingram ‘08

Park hops on the Mandarin Bandwagon
by Everett Rosenfeld ‘09
I had a strange experience the other
day. I was on the Appalachian Challenge
course during a program for leaders of
X-block activities when I overheard two
students conversing in Mandarin. Having just returned from China two weeks
prior, I didn’t immediately appreciate
the novelty of this conversation. But
then it hit me. A couple of years ago it
would have been incredibly strange to
hear two American teenagers speaking Mandarin--also known as Standard
Chinese--but more and more people are
seeing the value in learning that language.
Less than a year from now, the Olympics will be held in Beijing, the capital
of China. It is fitting that the largest and
most important international competition

will take place in a country that houses
approximately one fifth of the world’s population--about 1.32 billion people—and a
GDP projected to replace Germany as
having the third largest economy by 2008.
Park has obviously realized how essential it is to learn to communicate with
the people of such an important country.
Starting this year, Xiaomu Hu will teach
Chinese 1 in the Upper School. It is a
testament to Park’s foresight that this
class is being offered; at the current rates
of growth, China will be the largest economic power, replacing the U.S. by 2040.
By offering the language,
Park is giving its students a
leg-up in the inevitable rush to get on
the Chinese bandwagon. But it is not entirely evident where this wagon is going.
It seems as though every couple of
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weeks there is a new sector of China’s
$974 billion worth of imports that is
deemed “unsafe,” whether it be dog
food, toys, clothes, air fresheners, or
toothpaste. Recalls of these items draw
into focus a serious problem with the incredible growth of Chinese development.
There are little-to-no manufacturing
regulations for Chinese companies, and
the government doesn’t impose any
kind of quality control on Chinesemade products because this might
decrease the speed of economic increase.
Pollution is another serious problem facing China. I lived in Beijing
for three weeks this summer, and can
personally attest to China’s extreme
pollution. The first couple of days there,
my eyes were stinging and watering,
and soon after, I developed a cough that

stayed with me for the rest of my visit.
The problems I’ve mentioned are just
some of the reasons China should not necessarily be heralded as the world’s next
great superpower. This is not to say that
we shouldn’t all be learning Mandarin. In
fact, the obstacles that China faces in its
continual development make Chinese even
more valuable for Westerners to learn.
As the Communist Government has
transformed China into a capitalistic
nation, they have warmly received Westerners who they believe can help them.
This practice is sure to continue, in which
case Mandarin-speaking Americans
will be incredibly successful there. For
this reason, Park’s addition of Chinese
to its curriculum is an excellent decision. And we as a community should
embrace the new subject with open arms.

Luckier than you think
by Begum Hepelmas ‘08
As a newly-arrived exchange
student, I would like to express
my thanks to Postscript for giving
me the chance to write to all of you.
Here, I will give you some information
about my own country’s education system
and compare Park and my old school.
In Turkey, we have a complicated
system. We have different kinds of high
schools: science high schools, Anatolian
high schools, technical schools, and general high schools. Science schools are the
hardest. You have to be very smart and
hard working. Anatolian schools follow
science. Their education is extremely
good as well as their social facilities.
The technical ones require really low
grades and they are not considered to be
good schools; the same for the general
ones. You don’t need to pass an exam
to get into one general high school. And
the environment you are going to have
in a general high school won’t be good.
In Turkey, we have majors in high
school whereas in Park, you have the
chance of choosing whatever you want.
We can only freely choose our major but

not our classes. Majors vary such as Science, Turkish, Maths, Social Sciences, and
Language. When you choose a major, you
have to follow all the classes given to you.
We also have an exam to pass into a
university. It’s called OSS and is really
hard. It has two parts. All the students have
to solve the first-part questions whereas
the second part questions varies per major. And you can only take your major’s
courses in university. To give an example,
you cannot go to medical education in university if you were in the language major.
I graduated in June, 2007 from an Anatolian High School--Karsiyaka Anatolian
High School. My major was language.
I took the OSS and I gained the chance
of attending university in Turkey with a
full scholarship, which includes everything from food to dormitory.
Well, I tried to explain you our
system. As for me, I think you American students are luckier than us. Your
classes are much more fun and so are
your assignments, projects and such
things. When compared, we learn more
about theory than practice, and that
makes us look like fools at practice.
I hope you have a very good year.
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Predictable Potter
Is this what Rowling had planned?
by Quinten Rosborough ‘08
Before I begin my review
I would like to make a simple observation. A review of
Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows is about as necessary
as a review of yesterday’s lunch.
Those of you who were going to read it have already read
it. Those of you who weren’t
going to read it were never
planning on reading it. In short,
no one is on the fence about
reading the new Harry Potter book, therefore this review
is completely unnecessary.
With that out of the way, I
figure that if you’ve already
read past the headline, and have
ignored the statement made
in the first paragraph, one of
two assumptions can be made
about you. Either you really
want to read a Harry Potter
review or you are extraordinarily bad at skimming news
paper articles. Either way, enjoy.
The ability of the public to
influence Harry’s fate has grown
more and more with each book

in the series, and no book demonstrates this phenomenon as
well as Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows. In fact, Rowling’s departure from the series’
concrete formula is apparent
within the first four chapters.
The problem with every book
in the series has always been
their lackluster beginnings,
in which the author attempts
to refresh the reader’s memory, usually unsuccessfully,
of the entire previous novel.
In Deathly Hallows, Rowling
takes a page from the Huntsman
handbook and cuts through all
the review. If you happened to
forget what happened in HalfBlood Prince, too bad, you’re
screwed. By the fiftieth page,
instead of a lame reminiscence
of Hogwarts, Potter and the crew
have already gotten in some
fiery wizard-on-wizard action.
The reader influence in Deathly Hallows is unmistakable. To
be honest, whatever prediction
you made as a reader after HalfBlood Prince happens in Deathly
Hallows. So theoretically, by the

end of the novel, no one should
be disappointed, right? However,
it’s this loyalty to the fans that
makes Deathly Hallows disappointing. There are no real twists
in Deathly Hallows, and the one
attempt at a surprise is really not
much more than a cop-out. To be
fair, none of this is really Rowling’s fault. Deathly Hallows was
the most anticipated book of our
generation. As soon as the series
became as popular as it is now,
the general public had already
written its version of the novel.
Granted, like the other books
of the series, it is very easy to
become engrossed in Deathly
Hallows’ storyline. As usual,
it’s hard not to worry over the
fate of the Potter clan. However, in Deathly Hallows, once
that fate is discovered, one
can’t help but feel cheated.
After taking all of this
into consideration, I can’t
help but wonder if Rowling
sacrificed writing the book
she wanted to write, for the
book we wanted her to write.
That’s what makes Harry Pot-
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ter and the Deathly Hallows
surprisingly underwhelming.
Reading Harry Potter and
the Deathly Hallows is kind

of like eating vanilla extract.
At first you think it’s going
to be awesome, but it always
leaves a bad taste in your mouth.

Super Facts
This movie was written by Seth Rogen and Evan
Goldberg while they were attending Hebrew
School.
The “F” word is used 186 times in the movie.
The film opened at #1 at the U.S. box office, earning $33 million its opening weekend.
photo courtesy msnbc.com

Superbad can take anyone back to school
The super comedy of the summer appeals to audiences of all ages.
by Brett Kaup ‘08 and
Tony DeMarco ‘08
Movies generally have a distinct audience that they try to
appeal to. Most Disney movies
are targeted at younger kids,
while horror movies and slapstick
humor films are directed more at
teenagers. Superbad manages
to accomplish something that
very few movies do: entertain a wide variety of people.
Simply put, anyone who has attended a high school in America
should absolutely love this film.
This movie comes from producer Judd Apatow, the creator

of The 40-Year-Old Virgin and
Knocked Up, and from firsttime writers Seth Rogen and
Evan Goldberg. The plot of
the movie is two best friends
engaged in a night long adventure involving the pursuit
of alcohol and females--two
pleasures often sought after by
boys during high school years.
The typical high school stereotypes are present throughout
the film. There are the cool
kids, the losers, and the kid in
your group of friends who no
one really likes. (If you don’t
believe me, it’s probably you.)

Superbad follows this mold
as the main plot line involves
Seth and Evan (losers) coercing
their friend Fogell (friend you
don’t really like) into providing
alcohol for a party they otherwise would never be invited
to (cool kids). Thus their adventure begins as the audience
is given a front row seat to the
hilarious, ridiculous and absurd
journey that these boys take to
propel themselves to the top of
the high school caste system.
The scene where Seth, Evan
and Fogell try purchasing alcohol with Fogell’s new fake ID

is classic. Like the toga scene
from Animal House, or the apple
pie scene from American Pie,
the “McLovin” scene will go
down as the image that viewers
take with them when they think
of Superbad. For those of you
who haven’t seen it, you owe it
to yourself to go see this film if
only for the “McLovin” scene.
The movie also has some
more serious moments in which
the main characters are forced
to make some tough decisions.
A few genuinely serious moments are crucial in determining
whether a comedy can be a good

comedy or a great movie. Unlike most Adam Sandler comedy
films where there is a tense moment at the end but everything
works out perfectly in some crazy
way, Superbad engages its audience with real life choices and
consequences that most people
are forced to make and accept.
Superbad is the movie of our
generation, and will be remembered as more than just another
hilarious film. As for an overall
grade, Postscript gives it an A.
Superbad is by far the best comedy of the summer and should
entertain for years to come.
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Boys’ Soccer faces Girls’ Soccer set to succeed
injuries; starts 3-0 Great preseason bodes well for B Conference match-ups
After a heartbreaking loss in the semifinals a year ago, the Bruins look poised
for a playoff run
By Andy Marmer ‘08
The Boys’ Varsity Soccer
team comes into the 2007 season
looking to build on the experience they gained last year as
semi-finalists. Last year’s team
went 12-6-1 in the MIAA B
conference, including a playoff
victory over The Key School.
Sadly, the season ended in penalty kicks against the undefeated
champions Severn School. Still,
last year’s team took pride in the
fact that they were the only team
to hold Severn scoreless. This
year’s team looks to draw on
their experiences from last year.
The Bruins will return nine
starters, including All-Conference selections Ben Levin ‘08
and Carlos Cruz ‘09. Still, the
team will have a tough time
replacing 2006 All-Conference
selections Dan Ryugo ‘07 and
Joe Press ‘07, a challenge the
Bruins believe they can meet.
Captain Rex Gelb ‘08 explained,
“Dan and Joe both are obviously
big losses, but Tony [Demarco ‘08] (as the stopper) and
Carlos (as the sweeper) have
both stepped up to replace them
and have done a great job so
far.” Patrick McMahon ‘08 will
replace Cruz in the midfield.

After a disapointing scrimmage versus Gilman, the Bruins
started off the year on August 30
with a 2-0 victory over Greater
Grace. On September 4, the
Bruins began conference play
on a high note with a 2-1 win
over St. Mary’s. The team trailed
with about 20 minutes left before
Noam Yaffe ‘09 scored on a
set play. Zach Price ‘08 scored
the game winner as time was
winding down. On September
6, the team picked up its second
conference win, a 1-0 victory
over Cardinal Gibbons. Captain Ben Levin ‘08 scored the
game winner in overtime. The
Bruins did not play their best,
but still pulled out the victory
This year’s team believes that
it can contend for Park’s first
MIAA soccer championship in
over 10 years, despite already
losing starting center midfielder
Nick Ryugo ‘10 for 6 weeks
due to an ankle injury. “Having
Nick injured is definitely not a
positive,” said Levin, “but other
people are stepping up to fill the
void he left.” When asked what
the team is hoping to get out of
the season Levin stated, “We
have one goal as a team, and
that’s to make it to that championship game. We’ve just got
to take it one game at a time.”
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Colin Smith ‘08 chips the ball down the line in the Bruins’ first
win of the season, a 2-0 victory over visiting Greater Grace
August 30.
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by Aaron Brant ‘08
With nine returning players
and head coach Jeff Jennings
coming back for his second
season, the Girls’ Varsity Soccer team is looking to build on
last year’s success. Consistently
one of the B conference’s top
teams, the Bruins have completed a grueling preseason and are
now prepared to make another
run at the conference crown.
“Preseason went really well,”
commented Coach Jennings. “We
had a good contingent of girls
out there for the entire time.”
The Bruins reached the semifinals last year, and if they plan
to get any further this year, they
will have to overcome several
obstacles. To start, they’re going to need to stay healthy.
The team’s numbers are on the
low side. The Varsity squad
sports a roster of 14, (leaving
only three substitutes), and the
JV team has even fewer. “It
gives very little room for inju-

ries,” said Jennings. Desperate
for numbers, Jennings even
showed up at freshmen orientation in search of new recruits.
Another challenge will be
replacing the strong group of
seniors from last year’s squad.
Six seniors departed, two of
whom are now playing at the
collegiate level, and filling those
gaps is going to be difficult.
On the bright side, the team
has two new assistant coach-

es: Rob Piper moved up from
coaching middle school soccer,
and former head coach Jeff
Zerhusen has returned to help
the team. With solid leadership
coming from the current seniors, the Bruins believe that a
conference title is within reach.
When asked about her expectations for this year’s squad,
four-year starter Claire Elwanger responded, “We can
be a championship team.”
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Sophomore L. Weinberg dribbles during the Bruins’ play day.

Young XC ready to run against A teams
by Aaron Brant ‘08
With standout runner Anders
Hulleberg ‘07 off to college,
Park’s Boys’ Cross Country team
begins a new chapter this fall.
Once again, the Bruins find
themselves in the A conference of the MIAA, competing
against the likes of heavy recruiting schools such as Gilman,
Loyola, and McDonough. Even
so, Coach Paul Hulleberg and
the rest of the team remain optimistic. “I think we’re going
to be good enough to beat all of
the teams in the B conference
and at least two of the teams
in the A conference,” he said.
Along with tough competition, the team’s size is a concern.
With nine runners total, this is
the smallest team Hulleberg has
coached in his 14-year tenure
on the trails. With so few runners, avoiding injuries is a must.
Fortunately in cross country,
only five players are needed
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per squad, and an intimate environment has its perks. “One
benefit of small numbers is
that John K[essinger] and I can
monitor each runner’s progress
closely,” said Hulleberg. Kessinger also coaches the team.
Currently, the top three runners are Lucas Hulleberg ‘09,
Ethan Haswell ‘09, and Jamie

Demarco ‘11, with Kyle Long
and Ben Brewster rounding
out the top five. Underclassmen Matt Young ‘10, Shawn
Langly ‘10, Rick Van Besien
‘11, and Alex Elias ‘11 also
show promise for the seniorfree squad, which heads into
the upcoming season full of
confidence and camaraderie.

New coach, players spark
excitement for ‘07 season
By Andy Marmer ‘08
The Varsity Field Hockey
team comes into the 2007 season looking to replace several
key ingredients from last year’s
10-5-1 (10-3-1 in conference)
squad. The team finished second
in the regular season before being upset by Mount De Sales in
the first round of the playoffs.
This year’s team will try to go
further than their counterparts
from the previous year, despite several noticeable losses.
Most notably absent from
the Bruins this season is Barb
Purkey who coached at Park
for 33 years before retiring.
First-year head coach Kara
Keith Hickok ‘95 takes the reins
this year and hopes to leave
her own mark on the program.
While the coaching change
is a major shakeup for the Varsity Field Hockey 2007, it is
not the only one. Last year’s
squad had several seniors play

key roles. Filling the shoes of
three 2007 IAAM B Conference All-Stars, Helen Ryan,
Carrie Young, and Liz Gauvey
Kern, will not be an easy task.
Regardless of all the departures, the Bruins feel that they
can contend for a championship
this year. “We have high expectations as both a team and as
individuals,” said senior Abby
Krolik. “Right now, we are
learning how to play as a team.”
The Bruins hosted a play
day August 30, but lost both
of their games. Still, the team
claims to have gained valuable experience from these
scrimmages. This year’s Field
Hockey team will look to senior Captains Eve Rorison and
Valerie Green for leadership,
and push for the big plays. In
the IAAM B Conference, all
teams make the playoffs, and
as was proven last year at the
Bruins’ expense, once the playoffs begin, anything can happen.

